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Executive Summary

Supply chain intrusions represent a concerning trend in information security. Such incidents attract headlines and researcher attention, but without first investigating what a supply chain event really encompasses or requires. Exploring this idea, we find that there are multiple potential routes to supply chain incidents: via hardware or software products, or through service or contractor relationships. Central to each is a subversion of fundamental trust between the supply chain vector used by the adversary and the ultimate victim.

In investigating this worrisome concept, though, we begin to find multiple points of friction within supply chain intrusions. Essentially, a supply chain event represents two incidents: first identifying and compromising the vector entity, then identifying a way to use that vector to reach ultimate victims for the intended purpose. Throughout this process, adversaries face various challenges and choices in how to shape their operations to maintain stealth, avoid detection, and ensure objectives are finally achieved.

Given this enhanced understanding of supply chain intrusions, defenders can leverage adversary pain points as opportunities for detection and mitigation. Through communication monitoring, network design and implementation, and planning for resilience, system owners and defenders can make an already difficult task even more so for would-be adversaries. In adopting this nuanced view of supply chain intrusions, we arrive at a place where the popular specter of the supply chain attack as a nearly invisible, almost impossible to defend against scenario transforms into just another intrusion vector that can be defeated.
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Introduction

Supply chain attacks raise the prospect of stealthy, nearly impossible-to-detect intrusions by subverting fundamental trusts between network operators and their suppliers, contractors, and related parties. Examples of breathless reporting on such events range from mainstream reporting on alleged modification of computer hardware such as the largely debunked “The Big Hack” to industry-specific rumors of supply chain manipulation for electric utility components. While concrete proof or direct evidence for any of these alleged incidents is circumstantial at best and typically nonexistent, the nature of the problem makes proving (or disproving) such events difficult or impossible. Once fundamental system trust is questioned, discussion quickly shifts such that one must prove that a device is not compromised, which is a near-impossible task.

As a result of the above dilemma and the supposed power of such potential events, a host of initiatives exist to “solve” the issue of supply chain security. These range from government efforts, such as various initiatives launched by the United States and emerging standards in the European Union, to private certification and assessment services. Perhaps most alarming are actions seeking to sever or otherwise interrupt global supply chains, such as the since-revoked US Executive Order relating to non-US components in the electric utility sector. Ultimately, a near-panic over supply chain concerns and possible attacks has prompted a sequence of potentially costly and disruptive initiatives to address the issue.

Absent from most (if not all) of these discussions is any realistic assessment of just what sort of risk supply chain attacks pose to network operators and critical infrastructure providers. While potential impacts can certainly be quite high depending on circumstances, few commentators bother to investigate the likelihood or feasibility of conducting such attacks. Thus, the traditional risk equation – probability multiplied by impact – has been abandoned, with all emphasis placed on potential impacts while probability is left unexplored and unexamined.

This paper seeks to rectify the above concern by exploring, in detail, just what constitutes a supply chain attack. In identifying the necessary steps and efforts required to successfully carry out such an attack, defenders, policymakers, and other stakeholders can gain greater appreciation for the difficulty in executing such attacks. From this discussion, we can also identify defensive measures and recommendations to address residual risk left over by the potential for supply chain subterfuge – without having to resort to ripping out all equipment and starting from some new, yet still questionable, baseline.
Defining a “Supply Chain Attack”

Before proceeding further, understanding just what constitutes a “supply chain attack” is necessary for focus, as many items seem to enter conversations on this topic. In a traditional business sense “supply chain” designates “a network between a company and its suppliers to produce and distribute a specific product to the final buyer.” Thus a supply chain, formally defined, can include products, services, equipment, capabilities, and transit nodes from raw materials through final delivery to consumers – multiple potential touch (or manipulation) points for an attacker.

Yet if taken broadly, supply chain events would encompass all events from internet service provider (ISP) intrusions through telecommunication manipulation to events that impact physical logistics and delivery. While academically correct and serious for business continuity planning purposes, such items are superfluous to the current discussion focused on cyber-specific events and only serve to muddy the waters. Additionally, we must differentiate between inadvertent vulnerabilities in software or hardware that may be leveraged by adversaries and the deliberate, active insertion of such vulnerabilities by adversaries for future use. The former represents an issue for coding quality and product testing; the latter stands as a security issue that end users must consider while defending their networks.

This paper will identify two primary types of supply chain attacks with respect to cyber impacts, and primarily focus on one of them given the differences between the two in terms of risk, actualization, and defense: product-focused supply chain intrusions, and services-oriented supply chain incidents.

Hardware and Software Supply Chain Attacks

The most typical example used for a cyber-related supply chain attack are instances – such as the Bloomberg ‘The Big Hack” article – where an adversary compromises hardware or software to enable insertion of malicious functionality into a product prior to its receipt by a consumer. An apocryphal, largely (although not definitively) debunked example would be the alleged CIA operation against the Soviet gas industry in 1982. In this case, identification of technology desired by the Soviet Union supposedly enabled intelligence operatives to seed a malfunctioning device into the Soviet supply chain, which later led to an alleged explosion on the Trans-Siberian gas pipeline. Yet in this case, subsequent analysis and review of events cast many doubts as to whether this even happened.

In any event, the idea of inserting a difficult or nearly impossible to identify flaw, logic bomb, or related defect into hardware prior to receipt presents an alluring story for how attackers could potentially circumvent multiple layers of defenses at a stroke to wreak future or immediate havoc. In this scenario, attackers would need access to either manufacturing or, depending on the equipment and circumstances, devices in transit to insert, modify, or otherwise alter functionality for malicious purposes.

Figure 1: Product Supply Chain Progression
More recently, through both the increasing adoption of open-source software (OSS) and interconnectivity and reliance of organizations on multiple programs or applications for business, software has taken a near equivalent, if not greater, role to hardware as a supply chain vector. Although not proved at the time of this writing, the attempted commit to the Linux kernel by a Huawei engineer in May 2020 – which included a trivially easy to exploit vulnerability – echoes this fear as vulnerabilities may be deliberately introduced into software for later exploitation. \(^{13,14}\) Similar concerns apply to externally sourced software vital for day-to-day business functionality, from industrial control system management software through word processing and web content management applications.

### HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INTRUSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Include functionality or mechanisms within hardware that allow for future access, such as hard-coded user/password combinations or remote access links.</td>
<td>Include or introduce user/password combinations into software or remote access features enabling a party to communicate with the application outside of normal routines.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destruction</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destruction</td>
<td>Modify equipment to fail or otherwise perform undesirably in various circumstances to induce disruption or destruction.</td>
<td>Modify software to fail to respond or appropriately behave in extreme instances enabling physical events to propagate to potentially destructive scenarios.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mapping Types and Impacts of Product Supply Chain Intrusions.

As summarized in Table 1 above, access – whether facilitated through hardware manipulation or software injection – may be only one goal of operations. Facilitating an attacker’s ability to communicate with an otherwise difficult to access or denied environment is significant, but other goals exist too. For example, the pipeline story above highlights the possibility of introducing a potentially destructive payload into a sensitive environment through trusted channels.

In this destructive scenario, an attacker modifies either software or hardware to introduce or enable a fault. The critical question, dealt with in greater detail below, is whether such functionality is autonomous (requires no external intervention or attacker control), or merely facilitates an operation by a remote attacker communicating with an implant. The implications for these are quite serious and influence the entire discussion on the feasibility and desirability (from the attacker’s perspective) of hardware and software supply chain attacks.
Trusted Third-Party Intrusions

Another type of supply chain attack of increasing prominence is the trusted third-party attack. In this scenario, an adversary breaches an intermediary — such as a contractor, service provider, or vendor — as a means to gain access to that intermediary’s customers or clients. Where trusted links, especially remote network access, exist between the trusted third party and the ultimate victim, this attack can be a powerful mechanism to breach an otherwise well-secured environment through abuse of legitimate links.

Perhaps the most famous example of trusted third-party access used to facilitate a much larger breach is the Target incident from 2013–2014. In this event, the adversary breached a mechanical contractor with links to refrigeration and HVAC systems inside Target’s network. The intruder used this access to pivot to Target’s point of sale (PoS) systems to facilitate widespread credit card theft. The resulting loss of customer data and subsequent penalties (to say nothing of loss of reputation) cost Target over $200 million, including legal costs, as of 2017 — all due to an unmonitored, insecure connection with a facilities maintenance contractor.

However costly, events such as the Target breach have since been dwarfed by intrusions targeting various managed service providers (MSPs). By nature of their operations, MSPs have privileged, near-unfettered access to client networks to perform their duties — often with little or no security monitoring in place from clients into MSP activities. As a result, an MSP breach can facilitate the follow-on compromise of multiple client entities with little or no indication that something is amiss. Such a situation describes Operation Cloud Hopper as well as other activity attributed to the People’s Republic of China (PRC)-linked group APT10.

Seemingly less serious but financially more impactful, in 2017 (and possibly as early as 2015) phishing campaigns initially targeting IT outsourcing giant Wipro subsequently led to the breach of multiple additional entities from 2017 through 2019. More seriously, entities tied to the Russian government targeted multiple contractors to breach several electric utilities in North America and potentially Europe as part of the Palmetto Fusion attacks and linked campaigns from 2017 through 2020. Using initial compromises at contractor organizations, the adversary leveraged this access to produce follow-on access mechanisms, such as phishing campaigns from the compromised organizations, to breach ultimate victims in critical infrastructure.

More recently, the actor responsible for the SUNBURST campaign, also linked to Russian government entities, utilized two forms of supply chain compromise from 2019 through 2020. The first, a very well reported compromise of the software build environment for the SolarWinds Orion network visibility software, reflects a software supply chain intrusion such as those discussed in the previous section. In parallel, the entity also utilized compromise of a Microsoft reseller to attempt to breach the security vendor CrowdStrike. While all available evidence suggests this effort failed, we nonetheless gain insight into an entity attempting multiple supply chain intrusions across both product and services vectors within the same timeframe.
Based on the previous sections, there appear to be numerous examples of cyber-focused supply chain intrusions over the past decade. While these are concerning, and have led to some spectacular results such as the previously mentioned Cloud Hopper and SUNBURST campaigns, critical examination of the precise methodology behind supply chain intrusions is insightful to see just how useful and likely such intrusions may be moving forward.

### Executing and Controlling a Supply Chain Intrusion

Supply chain intrusions are not “bolt from the blue” events, but rather represent multiple, interdependent operations culminating in some ultimate activity (espionage, theft, or potentially even attack) for final-stage victims. While this superficially appears to map to concepts such as the Cyber Kill Chain, we must recognize that there are actually two iterations of the kill chain for adversaries conducting a supply chain intrusion: initial compromise of the supply chain vector or entity, and follow-on compromise of the ultimate victims of the effort.

As illustrated in Figure 3 below, an adversary executing a supply chain intrusion has multiple decision points on methodology and targeting, as well as multiple potential failure points. A supply chain intrusion can, if successful, “leapfrog” several other security controls as part of its deployment – but may also be subject to discovery, interdiction, or outright failure if any one of a number of critical dependencies is disturbed. Adopting this view of supply chain events does not diminish the power of and concern generated by such intrusions when successful, but does usefully highlight the difficulties adversaries face in successful execution.

Before analyzing adversary “pain points” in supply chain intrusions, a review of the complex nature of supply chain intrusion execution is useful for purposes of background.
Intrusion Vector

First, an adversary must identify and weaponize an intrusion vector – how to get into position for follow-on delivery to or infection of ultimate victims. This phase of operation represents the first of two intrusions, where the adversary compromises the vector organization as a route to final intended victims. An adversary faces various choices at this stage in determining whether to pursue a product- or services-focused route, but selection should be influenced by intended victims. The previous point is non-trivial, as supply chain intrusions are typically not opportunistic (obtain a vector, and then see what follow-on targets are possible), but rather deliberate (considering desired end goals, determine appropriate routes to achieve them).

The adversary must perform significant target development to ensure the right vectors exist for the intended final targets. In some cases, such as the SUNBURST instance or the Cloud Hopper campaigns, intermediate victims (the supply chain vector) may be so ubiquitous or widely adopted that the majority of desired, intended follow-on victims will be susceptible to the chosen vector. In other cases, greater discretion and research are required, such as the software update compromise activity executed in the original Dragonfly campaign. In this example, three relatively small software suppliers focusing on European industrial markets were compromised – a successful intrusion, but one with a far smaller footprint than compromising a widely used product such as SolarWinds Orion.

This last observation is significant and leads to some assumptions and potential difficulties. While not always true, an adversary can likely assume that larger, critical providers of software and services (such as Microsoft, Siemens, or similar) recognize their importance (and the potential embarrassment of being the vector for follow-on compromise). As such these environments should be robustly defended – yet their widespread use and application nonetheless make them tantalizing targets as a supply chain vector. Conversely, smaller, “boutique” suppliers or service providers such as the vendors in the Dragonfly campaign or contractors in the Palmetto Fusion operation likely have significantly weaker security profiles than larger, more ubiquitous firms – but with the drawback that their customer base is significantly smaller, thus offering reduced scope for weaponization.

The would-be supply chain compromiser thus faces a choice: attempt to breach a high-profile, large customer base entity with potentially greater security or ability to identify and defeat a compromise; or target far smaller entities with weaker defenses but more limited scope for follow-on action. Depending on the goal (e.g., access to very specific entities), a narrow approach may be ideal and appears reflected in activities such as the Palmetto Fusion intrusions. Either way, adversaries must weigh the costs and benefits of these actions, and determine what vectors are relevant and applicable to their ultimate victims, before even initiating operations.

Delivering Capabilities to Victims

Once an adversary identifies a viable “chain,” they now must determine how to leverage that vector to deliver capabilities to victims. This seems an obvious point, but capability delivery is also non-trivial depending on the route chosen and complexity of the vector. For example, an attacker may identify a product susceptible to abuse, but modifying the product in question to include malicious functionality or a backdoor requires inserting the desired functionality while not breaking or noticeably altering the underlying product. In some cases, adversaries may circumvent this requirement by targeting how items are packaged rather than their core functionality – a methodology observed in the original Dragonfly campaign, where software updates were repackaged to include malicious functionality as opposed to directly modifying (or even gaining access to) source code to introduce attacker capabilities.

Significant risk also resides in where the capability is delivered and how to limit exposure or spread. For example, looking at the ShadowHammer incident, where an entity compromised software updates for electronics manufacturer ASUS to deliver a backdoor, the capability was spread quite widely (potentially a half-million victims), but through MAC address filtering, only a few hundred
were actively, meaningfully targeted. The SUNBURST campaign using the SolarWinds Orion intrusion vector also showed victim “filtering” through initial C2 checks, meaning initial spread that was subsequently narrowed through limiting logic. In both cases, while capabilities were widely distributed, adversary “controls” prevented “overspread” that could lead to detection.

When capabilities are distributed less carefully, as seen in the NotPetya event, where a compromise of MeDoc accounting software in Ukraine rapidly expanded into a global destructive event, impacts and artifacts may spread beyond adversary control resulting in earlier capability detection or unintended consequences. Adversaries thus face a decision of seeking very focused, narrow targeting that may miss potential, desired victims, or widespread campaigns that are relatively indiscriminate in operation with the intendent risk of discovery or collateral damage, explored further below.

**Capability Execution and Control**

Finally, once a capability is in place, adversaries must consider how to execute or control that capability to deliver the desired effect. In the case of backdoors or other access mechanisms designed to facilitate further intrusions, the adversary must possess some means of communicating with the implant, or the implant must be able to beacon to the adversary. Either case results in network traffic and related activity that can be identified by defenders or operators. Looking again at the SUNBURST example, capability deployment required several stages of follow-on C2 activity before providing the NOBELIUM actor with sustained access to victim environments. While the mechanism used to deploy the capabilities referenced may be very difficult-to-detect, subsequent C2 activity remains exposed to network security monitoring and analysis with the possibility of disclosing the breach.

If an adversary requires an extreme degree of stealth and direct, controlled access is not an issue, a sufficiently well-resourced threat actor can develop and deploy autonomous capabilities. In this case, adversaries establish and encode logic, purpose, and capability into a tool pre-deployment so that once within the desired victim environment, the tool can perform its task without further instruction. While there are many commentaries about “AI-powered malware” or similar speculative thinking, actual examples of such capabilities in the wild are vanishingly small. Such items include simplistic wormable malware types such as still-persistent Conficker infections or Sality. For sophisticated, truly targeted capabilities, no real examples exist outside of Stuxnet’s autonomous attack logic, a capability now over ten years old but with no real public rivals.

Absent highly complex (and very expensive) autonomous operational logic as seen in Stuxnet, the possibilities for intruders are reduced in scope to either being fairly indiscriminate operations (seen in wormable ransomware operations such as WannaCry and NotPetya) or serving as tools for follow-on interactive access with inherent risks of detection. Resources, desire (or need) for stealth, and latent capabilities can all enforce limitations on precisely how an adversary can satisfy the concerns related to capability execution and control following a successful supply chain intrusion.
Difficulties and Challenges

Based on the above, supply chain attacks are exposed as something less than “silver bullets” allowing for rapid and stealthy compromise of numerous victims, and instead revealed as the result of a lengthy, potentially arduous process of multiple intrusions and anguished decision-making. The last point is most important to emphasize, because in seeking a supply chain compromise and its attendant benefits in circumventing security controls and potentially visibility, adversaries are faced with several constraining choices.

Illustrated in Figure 4 below, adversaries must balance targeting specificity with capability control. While these continuums of adversary operational choices are not explicit tradeoffs, as seen by capabilities such as Stuxnet that can combine high degrees of autonomous capability with extremely limited distribution, adversaries must nonetheless determine what balance of possibilities are appropriate for their desired operation – or possess the resources, patience, and capabilities required to defeat any potential trade-offs.

---

Figure 4: Supply Chain Intrusion Adversary Choices
Issues Concerning Targeting and Specificity

Targeting concerns represent a fundamental aspect of supply chain intrusions, and adversaries must work to ensure subsequent capabilities meet their desired end state – or are willing to accept “collateral damage” when such intrusions spin out of control. To illustrate the risks of overspread, NotPetya provides an especially useful example. The general narrative surrounding the incident focuses on its widespread, global disruptive impact. Yet as discussed previously, the event itself started from far narrower beginnings: as a supply chain intrusion focused on accounting software very specific to Ukraine.

More detailed overviews of the NotPetya incident by Andy Greenberg and Thomas Rid show the event beginning as a primarily Ukrainian affair. Executed on 27 June 2017, the day before Ukrainian Constitution Day, NotPetya obliterated numerous aspects of Ukrainian digital life due to the ubiquity of MeDoc’s software in commercial organizations. As such, this intrusion appeared to map neatly onto a series of other disruptive cyber incidents impacting Ukrainian institutions: the 2015 and 2016 electric power events, various rounds of disruptive phishing activities, and attempted interference in Ukrainian elections. But whereas these incidents remained localized to Ukraine, NotPetya quickly ripped across the global internet, impacting entities far beyond the likely area of focus for the Russian authorities tasked with its deployment.

NotPetya therefore appears to have spread dramatically beyond its likely intended area of focus, including significant impacts in Western Europe and North America. NotPetya thus represents an especially risky maneuver by its sponsors given the costly, destructive effects in the United States and elsewhere – entities that represent a far greater threat for retaliation and response than Ukraine. Ultimately, NotPetya’s attribution to Russia by U.S., U.K., and other authorities led to sanctions – seemingly minor, but still costly and contributing to the increasing economic isolation of Russia.

Based on these impacts, it appears that NotPetya’s controllers either did not anticipate the original MeDoc-related capability would result in meaningful extension beyond Ukraine or theorized that any potential costs would be acceptable. While we cannot determine the specific calculus behind Russian national command authorities in NotPetya’s deployment, we can arrive at a clear conclusion with respect to such events: they result in at minimum risk of retaliation and at worst realized cost (even if “merely” economic in nature). This extended example thus shows the dangers of a capability – in this case, one able to act autonomously – deployed widely or indiscriminately.

Replacing the MeDoc vector in NotPetya, an obscure company limited to operations in Ukraine but with unexpectedly significant links, with a more widely deployed software or service thus leads to sobering thoughts. Looking at items such as previously discussed SUNBURST and ShadowHammer events, possibilities for widespread distribution in supply chain events are numerous – yet we also see a significant degree of restraint exercised by perpetrators. In just these examples, among others, adversaries introduced “checks” or other controls to prevent “overspread.” The rationale for such action could be operational security to avoid detection, or may align with a desire to avoid the NotPetya situation where a deployed intrusion (and especially follow-on capability) mutates out of control.

At the same time, introducing such barriers limits propagation, which may subsequently inhibit the action and ultimate success of a given intrusion. Placing checks and controls for supply chain-focused spread could achieve greater stealth (or at least reduce the likelihood of discovery given reduced exposure), but at the cost of a more limited number of follow-on victims. Adversaries therefore face a choice aligning with a continuum that, on one end, shows indiscriminate spread (such as NotPetya) while on the other, propagation is more circumscribed and limited.

Concerns on Attack Command and Control

Another consideration for adversaries is that simply deploying a capability or similar may be inherently meaningless unless that actor can
leverage that capability to do something. In this case, a supply chain intrusion is a means to an end, rather than an end in itself, in that it facilitates follow-on access that happens to circumvent various controls and potential monitoring points. While capability delivery may take place via a difficult-to-detect mechanism, subsequent control of that capability requires the same types of communication links and activity seen in less exciting malware samples.

As discussed previously, fully autonomous capabilities are relatively rare, representing something simplistic like a Sality, an item unconstrained such as NotPetya, or a truly well-crafted and designed software such as Stuxnet. Irrespective of relative sophistication, such items are related by a common capability set allowing them to perform their task – whether desired or otherwise – absent any sort of positive operator control. As such, these capabilities can be very powerful and effective in worming their way through networks without waiting for an operator’s command or instruction. But such effectiveness comes at the cost of control. Looking at the NotPetya example, as well as the later, more virulent examples of Stuxnet which resulted in the malware being caught, “overspread” and acting well outside intended boundaries are significant risks, bringing on the possibility of unintended consequences.

Conversely, more direct control over a deployed capability requires communication. In this case, the adversary may succeed in evading many layers of security controls and defender visibility, but with the subsequent cost that utilizing the deployed capability will require interaction. Such interaction will require traffic and communication flowing through and then outside the victim network, thus presenting opportunities for detection. Thus, a desire to keep capabilities firmly in line with desired functionality and intention raises the possibility of detection as a result of such interactive control and management.

Adversaries again face a choice: attempt to create an autonomous or independent capability that, once deployed, can no longer be effectively controlled, or ensure continued control and interaction with a deployed capability through active communication. Both contain risks and benefits that an adversary must consider and ultimately balance in deploying a capability. Autonomous capabilities can produce unintended consequences or, if not well-designed, outright fail in their objective, while supply chain intrusions requiring command and control (C2) eliminate significant degrees of stealth and demand a mechanism to enable communication.
Defender Advantages

The previous section highlights several items that adversaries must contend with to successfully execute a supply chain intrusion. Aside from being matters of inconvenience for would-be adversaries, such items also present defenders with multiple touchpoints for identifying and even mitigating adversary actions. While the possibilities for supply chain intrusion defense are numerous, a few particularly valuable items will be considered in the following sections.

Exploiting Communication and Control

As described previously, deployed supply chain capabilities typically require a degree of adversary control to be effective. While autonomous options exist, these are either very narrowly tailored (and developed at significant expense) or open to loss of adversary control, leading to unintended impacts and consequences. For entities unable or unwilling to invest in a Stuxnet-like capability who also wish to avoid events spiraling out of control like a NotPetya, active command and control is not just desirable but necessary.

From this adversary requirement, defenders now have an opportunity. If an implant or modification requires adversary interaction, defenders can see or even potentially prevent such communication from taking place. Since truly “air-gapped” networks are exceedingly rare, network security monitoring (NSM) and traffic inspection become relevant items for detecting C2 behaviors. Outside of simple indicator monitoring, NSM and intrusion detection technologies enable defenders to spot unusual traffic patterns, destinations, or communicating pairs. Leveraging this knowledge, a beaconing implant added via supply chain compromise can reveal itself, while active C2 over implants may also be flagged.

For example, the SUNBURST campaign appears at first glance to be highly complex with degrees of control in deployment to minimize potential exposure through overspread. Yet following these checks, the modified SolarWinds Orion application performs a two-stage command and control sequence, moving from DNS to follow-on HTTP C2 behaviors. NSM tradecraft becomes operational at this stage, with several opportunities to identify activity for further investigation:

1. The initial, lengthy DNS query with encoded information for the first C2 domain
2. Follow-on CNAME response to the query with the second-stage C2 infrastructure information
3. Subsequent HTTP communication to the second-stage C2 infrastructure

While not easy, a well-architected, well-understood network enables a defender to differentiate suspicious from normal traffic, especially if such communications can be traced back to the initiating device. Having a critical service, such as a SolarWinds Orion server, initiating communication with one or several unknown, outside hosts should be an indicator that something is amiss. Such defensive measures can be taken even further by profiling known necessary external communications for vital or valuable services and their hosting machines.

Anytime a tool, implant, or other capability deployed via a supply chain intrusion attempts to communicate, defenders must adopt the mindset that such operations represent an opportunity. While adversaries may develop and deploy a variety of mechanisms to obfuscate or otherwise hide their activity to evade detection, given the sensitivity of some systems (such as high-value IT assets or industrial systems), any unusual communication should face scrutiny by defenders or system operators. By focusing on the likely (if not certain) dependency that adversaries will need to C2 over a deployed capability, defenders can identify a potential intrusion for further analysis.

Architecture, Visibility, and Monitoring

Building off the previous section on network communication dependencies for adversaries, defenders and network owners retain significant “first mover” advantage in that they own, manage, and (ideally) can design the landscape on which intruders must operate. While seemingly obvious, such control and ownership represent an
incredible opportunity that can amplify defender advantages with respect to adversary dependencies such as command and control.

One mechanism for applying the above emerges through implementing Zero Trust security architecture. While commonly abused as a marketing buzzword, an understanding of prerequisites to achieve Zero Trust network posture can enable robust defense for many circumstances, including supply chain intrusions. The core principles of Zero Trust security architecture, shown in Figure 5, are persistent verification, enforcement of least-privileged access, and a posture of “assume breach” within the network. Applied and achieved, network owners implementing a Zero Trust approach are well placed to at minimum severely disadvantage an adversary pursuing a supply chain intrusion.

One of the core mechanisms to achieve and maintain Zero Trust principles is rigorous network segmentation through physical and virtual mechanisms. System owners can reduce direct connectivity between devices and establish authentication or rigorous trust boundaries between segments. Adversary lateral movement then becomes more difficult even if the initial breach takes place via a supply chain mechanism circumventing other controls. Thorough segmentation becomes especially valuable when paired with monitoring and visibility. System owners and network defenders gain insight into internal network traffic flows between discrete zones as opposed to just internal-external communications. Combined with a robust approach to C2 traffic monitoring described in the previous section, defenders gain layered visibility into adversary operations throughout multiple phases of operations.

In the case of a supply chain intrusion, an adversary may be able to deliver a capability deep within the network by compromising a vendor - but once in the intended victim’s network, opportunities for subsequent “breakout” or taking active control of that capability can be severely limited or quickly discovered. In the case of equipment, initial communications may be limited through security and segmentation controls to the network segment on which the given system operates. While difficult to implement in many enterprise IT environments, such an action is not impossible and may be quite relevant and accessible for more sensitive networks such as industrial control system environments.

For vendors and contractors requiring remote access, architecture and policy can limit this access to a dedicated contractor pathway. Applicable design principles include “jump boxes” for enforcing monitoring and limiting communication beyond required assets, dedicated network and access pathways, and temporary credentials for internal systems. If successfully deployed, an adversary that compromises a contractor or vendor gains very little in follow-on capability and access when trying to extend a breach into ultimate victim environments.
Resilience, Response, and Defense in Depth

While this paper has consistently argued that supply chain intrusions are difficult, this argument cannot and should not be distorted to imply they are impossible. Defenders should therefore anticipate supply chain intrusions as a very real, if likely rare, risk to their networks that can, under the right circumstances, evade many defensive controls. In these situations, network defense ceases to be a preventative discipline and transforms into an exercise in limiting adversary impact while minimizing impacts to the organization.

When other controls fail, the first necessary step within the overall incident response process is root cause analysis. Defenders must be in a position to ask and answer questions concerning the origin and nature of an incident to adequately understand its scope. In the case of supply chain intrusions, identifying odd behavior in otherwise isolated or sensitive areas of the network should stand out as immediately interesting and spark the immediate question of how an adversary reached the asset. When standard intrusion pathways appear absent or simply do not align with available evidence, then defenders can proceed to investigating potential supply chain or other non-standard ingress routes to explain available evidence and observations.

As part of root cause analysis, defenders must also have or know where to source the capabilities necessary to answer questions that emerge during the investigation. In the case of supply chain intrusions, analysis and forensics may be difficult given specific systems and software involved. For example, diagnosing the backdoor present in the SolarWinds Orion software (injected at compilation time) is an incredibly difficult item to identify for a typical security team. In such cases, after an investigation reveals the Orion server as the root cause of intrusion by mapping communication and access links within the network, defenders must be able to identify parties for follow-on analysis or to answer questions. Relevant parties include the actual vendor and vendor resources, or third-party entities with specialized forensic and investigative capabilities. Alternatively, organizations must invest in their security people to ensure they have the skills and tools necessary to answer questions related to compromised or modified software or hardware – a non-trivial ask, but a needed capability given adversary interest in such operations.

Finally, network owners must ensure systems are resilient in the face of cyber intrusions generally, including potential supply chain vectors. When intrusions are successful and adversaries can achieve desired impacts, system owners can still mitigate worst-case scenarios through sound design and planning. Examples of resilience include:

+ Maintain a repository of known-good configurations for critical assets and appliances, including the ability to perform change analysis to identify modifications if necessary, to allow for quick restoration or reimaging
+ Identify critical system dependencies in advance and formulate recovery and restoration plans to rapidly return to known-good operational status
+ In industrial and cyber-physical settings, ensure process and engineering controls are in place and tested to mitigate potential system modifications made in associated information systems

Ultimately the goal for organizations is to maintain known-good, known-safe operations and to continue whatever the organization’s primary function may be. Information systems are just one part of this overall operational picture, but at times a critical component. In the case of supply chain attacks, which if successful can be difficult to first diagnose and then repair or remediate, organizations need to plan for scenarios where fundamental aspects of the network suddenly become untrusted. Leveraging not just cyber incident response plans but also incorporating these scenarios into business continuity and disaster recovery planning can ensure continuation of organizational mission even in the face of very complex intrusion scenarios.
Conclusion

Supply chain intrusions are very real and an object of concern for network owners, operators, and defenders. However, stakeholders must recognize the nature and implicit difficulties within supply chain intrusions, both to properly assess the risk of such events and to understand the numerous defensive options available to defeat or mitigate these incidents.

When media, researchers, analysts, and others hype supply chain intrusions as extremely stealthy, near impossible-to-detect events, the defensive community loses sight of just how hard a successful supply chain intrusion is to execute. By understanding the prerequisites to success, we can not only demystify such events but realize that defenders, in many respects, hold the overall advantage in these engagements.

Embracing defender advantages, we can begin implementing security controls to make intruder lives even more difficult. While supply chain intrusion vectors are too valuable for adversaries to ever give up on such operations completely, defenders can work to make such items immensely costly or highly unlikely to succeed. In this way, we can eliminate the assumption of supply chain attacks as somehow inherently impossible to defend against, and move on to the next pressing security concern.
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